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Figure 1: Comparison of the eyebox for holographic near-eye displays with different kinds of holographic optical element (HOE)
combiner. The top row demonstrates the captured photos with traditional HOE when the eye moves from -5mm to +5mm horizontally.
The bottom row demonstrates the captured photos with our new lenslet HOE when the eye moves from -5mm to +5mm horizontally.
In both cases, a virtual object (apple) is placed atop a real object (Rubik’s cube) for comparison.

ABSTRACT

Holography is perhaps the only method demonstrated so far that can
achieve a wide field of view (FOV) and a compact eyeglass-style
form factor for augmented reality (AR) near-eye displays (NEDs).
Unfortunately, the eyebox of such NEDs is impractically small
(∼<1mm). In this paper, we introduce and demonstrate a design
for holographic NEDs with a practical, wide eyebox of ∼10mm and
without any moving parts, based on holographic lenslets. In our
design, a holographic optical element (HOE) based on a lenslet array
was fabricated as the image combiner with expanded eyebox. A
phase spatial light modulator (SLM) alters the phase of the incident
laser light projected onto the HOE combiner such that the virtual
image can be perceived at different focus distances, which can reduce
the vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC). We have successfully
implemented a bench-top prototype following the proposed design.
The experimental results show effective eyebox expansion to a size
of ∼10mm. With further work, we hope that these design concepts
can be incorporated into eyeglass-size NEDs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A head-mounted display [32] or near-eye display (NED) is an in-
dispensable component of augmented reality (AR), a technology
which is widely recognized as the most promising solution for next-
generation computing platforms likely to replace smartphones. Com-
pared with near-eye displays for virtual reality (VR), NEDs for AR
can fuse virtual imagery and information with views of the real
world seamlessly.

Although various technologies have been developed for AR
NEDs, there is a significant unresolved challenge: to provide depth
perception of the virtual imagery while satisfying a number of re-
quirements. These include a large FOV, a wide eyebox, compact
form factor, variable focus, high resolution, etc. To enable depth per-
ception, most existing designs rely on binocular parallax [10]. How-
ever, this may induce a vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC)
whereby the eyes converge at the apparent location of an object
(based on stereoscopic disparity), but focus on the image plane of
the virtual display. A depth mismatch between these can lead to
visual fatigue during prolonged use. To solve or mitigate the VAC
problem, a number of different techniques have been introduced [7].
For example, methods based on multi-view concepts, such as inte-
gral imaging and light fields, reconstruct multiple rays that would
be emitted by virtual geometry and project the rays into the viewer’s
eyes in order to create a visual experience similar to how people nat-
urally view the real world. Unfortunately, these techniques usually
suffer from limited field of view (FOV). Other methods, including
volumetric, varifocal and multi-focal techniques, reconstruct 3D
scenes by creating multiple 2D images as slices in space [8]. How-
ever, these methods invariably need mechanical moving devices or
multiple high-speed display panels to scan the volume. Hence, the
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form factor of such devices will remain relatively bulky.
Holography is an ideal method for depth perception of virtual

imagery since it reconstructs the wavefront of 3D scenes via light
diffraction. The drawbacks of traditional holographic 3D displays,
e.g. limited viewing range and small display size [8], are not an
issue when used for NEDs, as the diameter of the human pupil is
also small (3-5mm). Holography is the only method demonstrated
so far that can achieve wide FOV and a compact eyeglasses-style
form factor [23]. Unfortunately, the eyebox of existing holographic
NEDs is impractically small (∼<1mm). A user needs to place his
eye very accurately within the display’s tiny eyebox, and thus such
NEDs do not allow any eye movement.

In this paper, we present our novel design to expand a holographic
NED’s eyebox without any moving parts, by utilizing a lenslet-array-
based HOE, abbreviated as “lenslet HOE.” We implemented our
design as a bench-top prototype, successfully demonstrating eyebox
expansion. Although the lens array function is utilized in our system,
it is noted that our display is not a conventional light field display and
our lens array HOE does not mimic the lens array in a conventional
light field display, where each lens relays a unique angular view of
the light field, drastically reducing the effective image resolution. In
contrast, our lens array HOE replicates the same spatial frequencies
comprising the high-resolution holographic image at each viewing
position, effectively expanding the eyebox without sacrificing image
resolution.

1.1 Contributions
Concretely, this paper’s main contributions include:

1. A novel design for holographic NEDs with both statically
expanded eyebox and large FOV, without sacrificing image
resolution. The proposed NED can achieve a practically wide
eyebox of ∼10mm without any moving parts, based on holo-
graphic lenslets.

2. A design and fabrication method for a lenslet-array-based HOE
to achieve eyebox expansion. It eliminates the need for moving
parts needed for eyebox steering in other NED designs.

3. A developed bench-top prototype of the holographic NED with
off-the-shelf components, including laser, phase SLM, optical
lenses and other components.

2 RELATED WORK

Near-eye displays are crucial for providing depth cues for AR. Vari-
ants that have been explored include binocular NEDs, light field
NEDs, Maxwellian view NEDs, multifocal / vari-focal NEDs and
holographic NEDs.

2.1 Binocular NEDs
Binocular NEDs use parallax images to provide the viewer with
depth perception, as found in most commercial AR NED products.
Different types of combiners have been designed to allow the viewer
to observe both virtual imagery and see-through real scenes with-
out distortion. Among these techniques, waveguide-based combiner
structures, in which the virtual image is transmitted inside the waveg-
uide through total internal reflection (TIR), can achieve a compact
form factor [26, 36]. However, the FOV is limited by the refrac-
tive index of the glass substrate and the size of the in-coupler and
out-coupler.

2.2 Light Field NEDs
Light field NEDs transmit and project light field images into each
eye of the viewer to enable depth perception, with multi-view, in-
tegral imaging, and light field methods typically employed. In one
instance [19], a light field display supplying nearly all biological
depth cues was implemented using a lens array combined with a

micro-display panel. Integral imaging has also been used together
with existing freeform-prism-based combiners to solve the VAC
problem [13]. The traditional “super multi-view” design for glasses-
free 3D displays can be miniaturized to create a light field for each
eye [35]. Multi-layer LCD structure has also been utilized to realize
compressed light fields for NEDs with correct focus cues [14]. To
achieve optical see-through AR, Hong et al. [11] utilized a lens
array HOE to implement a full-color light field display with optical
see-through function. However, these implementations have limited
image quality due to the necessary tradeoff between spatial and
angular resolutions.

2.3 Maxwellian View NEDs
Instead of rendering 3D scenes with focus cues, Maxwellian view
NEDs, or retina scanning displays, use pinhole imaging to project
and focus the virtual imagery at the retina of the eye. To some
extent, this method can alleviate the VAC issue. Takahashi et al. [33]
utilized a conventional image source with a lens HOE to achieve
larger FOV. However, small eyebox size is a major issue with these
methods, with several research works exploring eyebox expansion
for such Maxwellian view NEDs. Some used scanning of the exit
pupil to enlarge the eyebox for Maxwellian view NEDs [18, 34].
Combined with a light field method, pinlight displays can achieve a
wide FOV AR eyeglass display with an array of point light sources
which is achieved with an edge-lit, etched acrylic sheet [24]. The
issue with this technique is the limited imaging resolution due to
the diffraction constraint from the modulator. Another technique,
Retinal 3D, was proposed for light field retina projection with eye
tracking to achieve an expanded eyebox [16]. With the utilization
of a LED array, Hedili et al. [9] generated dynamic directional
backlight to illuminate the display panel for different pupil locations
and thus expand the eyebox of Maxwellian view display. However,
this technique needs electrical or mechanical scanning parts (such
as a fast steering mirror and eye tracking device) to tilt the direction
of the incident light beam which leads to a bulky form factor.

2.4 Multifocal / Vari-focal NEDs
Multifocal / vari-focal NEDs create 2D images at different distances
to provide the true depth cues for each eye. These techniques usually
depend on high-speed display devices and fast tunable components
with electrical or mechanical apparatus [12, 30]. For multi-focal
NEDs, a Savart plate [20] or a liquid-crystal-based (LC-based) high-
speed switchable lens [22] have been used to create multiple focal
planes. Volumetric NEDs that display a series of slices of 3D scenes
at different depths have demonstrated multiple focal planes [29].

In contrast to multifocal techniques, vari-focal NEDs only provide
a single focal plane at each time instance, which changes with
the desired distance of the virtual imagery. For example, a liquid
lens [21] or deformable membrane mirror [5] have been employed
to implement varifocal NEDs. In [1] and [37], a tunable lens was
deployed as the eye piece to achieve variable focus on both virtual
and real content, while removing the need for prescription glasses
for the viewer. However, these techniques suffer from small FOV
due to the aperture of the tunable lens.

2.5 Holographic NEDs
Holography is an ideal approach for displaying 3D scenes since
it reconstructs the light wavefront of the scenes, including both
amplitude and phase [8]. In principle, holographic techniques can
provide accurate focus cues and eliminate the VAC problem. In [25],
a combination of an RGB light-emitting diode (LED) light source
and LCoS SLM is employed to realize a VR color holographic head-
mounted display (HMD). In [23], a holographic VR/AR NED in
eyeglass form factor is implemented using a phase-only SLM, a
fiber-coupled laser source and an off-axis lens function HOE as
the combiner. Although this design can achieve a wide FOV, it
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has a very small eyebox. A compact on-axis holographic NED
prototype [6], uses 4f relay optics with a holographic grating filter
to obtain a clearer holographic image. On-axis holography designs
have also been reported in [2,27,31]. A single HOE can be recorded
with multiple optical component functions to compress the optical
path for a holographic NED [39]. With the concept of rainbow
holography, a color holographic NED with white light source has
been implemented with an angular multiplexing method [38]. To
enlarge the eyebox, a pupil-shifting HOE was proposed to change
the incident light direction for SLM and create the corresponding
exit pupil in the eye pupil plane [15]. Combining the method of
digital holography with amplitude SLM, Chang et al. [3] integrated
the pupil array in the relay optics system to expand the size of
eyebox for Maxwellian view dispay. Park et al. [28] presented an
optical see-through holographic NED with HOE combiner which
can replicate the eyebox with dynamic steering. A HOE customizing
method with a holographic printer has been shown to extend the
eyebox for AR NEDs, which was verified with a waveguide-based
NED design [17].

The rendering of holograms for holographic NEDs is also a key
challenge, with much research aiming to improve the image quality
for holographic displays. In [4], an improved layer-based method
for rapid hologram generation was proposed and verified in a NED
system. A method based on complex Wirtinger derivatives was
employed to improve the quality of phase retrieval for holographic
NEDs [2]. A double-convergence light Gerchberg-Saxton (GS)
algorithm was also proposed to improve the image quality for holo-
graphic NEDs [31]. An overlap-add stereogram has been used to
transform the light field to a hologram for NED, leading to better
performance [27].

Holography is the only method demonstrated so far that can
achieve a wide FOV in a compact eyeglasses-style form factor for
AR displays. However, it is severely limited by the size of the
eyebox. As reported in [23], the holographic display has a wide
FOV (80° in horizontal) but a tiny eyebox (∼<1mm). Enlarging the
eyebox in a holographic NED remains a challenge.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

Existing holographic NEDs have limited eyebox size (see Figure 2
(a)). Although some methods proposed the use of a steering mirror to
shift the incident reference laser beam, the expansion of the eyebox
is still marginal due to limited tolerance angles of HOEs. Unlike
such methods, we propose to record and fabricate a lenslet-array-
based HOE, abbreviated as “lenslet HOE”, to create multiple focal
points in the pupil plane (see Figure 2 (b)). When the viewer’s eye
moves within the bounds of the group of focal points, there will
always be at least one reconstructed focal point that falls within the
pupil, thus effectively expanding the eyebox.

Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the eyebox for holographic NEDs
with traditional HOE (a) and with our new lenslet HOE (b).

We developed a design for holographic NED that uses a lenslet
HOE. Figure 3 shows the optical schematic of our design. Our new
holographic NED consists of a laser light source, a pinhole spatial
filter, a collimated lens (CL), a linear polarizer (LP), a beam splitter
(BS), a phase SLM, a converging lens (Lens 1), a mirror (M2) and a
lenslet HOE. The laser beam is first filtered and expanded into colli-
mated light that illuminates the phase SLM through reflection from

Figure 3: Optical schematic for our holographic NED with expanded
eyebox.

Figure 4: Overview of our design for a compact, wearable holographic
NED with expanded eyebox.

the BS. After modulation by the phase SLM, the light is reflected and
projected off-axis onto the lenslet HOE via Lens 1 and M2. Virtual
imagery is then be reconstructed from the lenslet HOE and projected
into the viewer’s eye, while the viewer also sees the real world scene
through the lenslet HOE. The LP makes the polarization state of
the incident collimated beams match the requirements of the phase
SLM. The stop located at the focal plane of Lens 1 is employed to
filter the high order of diffraction from the phase SLM.

As seen in Figure 3, the lenslet HOE is the crucial component
for achieving an expanded eyebox. It not only reflects the off-axis
rays at appropriate angles to the viewer’s eye, but also creates a
focal point array around the viewer’s eye to expand the eyebox.
This lenslet HOE combiner eliminates the need for moving parts to
achieve eye box expansion.

As previously reported by others [23], it is possible to incorporate
our design into a compact eyeglass-style NED. Figure 4 shows such
a conceptual design for a compact holographic NED. It consists of a
phase SLM, a fiber-coupled laser, a lenslet HOE and three folding
optical mirrors. In contrast to the design shown in Figure 3, the SLM
in Figure 4 is illuminated directly by a divergent beam from the
fiber-coupled laser, rather than by a collimated beam. To compress
the form factor of the design, no additional conventional optical
components are used except for the lenslet HOE and mirrors.
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Figure 5: Optical schematic for lenslet HOE fabrication.

4 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF LENSLET HOLOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL ELEMENT

The lenslet HOE utilized in our design is the key component for
achieving an expanded eyebox. Our lenslet HOE allows off-axis
projection beams to generate multiple focal points in the pupil plane
and thus extend the viewing range of the pupil, without the need for
any moving parts. Applying these concepts, we designed a hologram
recording setup to fabricate this type of HOE via interference.

The optical setup for fabricating the lenslet HOE is shown in
Figure 5. After beam expansion, the laser beam with a wavelength
of 532nm is collimated and divided into two beams by the beam
splitter. The beam reflected by the beam splitter goes through the
Lens 1 and is then reflected by Mirror 2 to illuminate the hologram
recording plane as a reference beam. This reference beam is the
same as the corresponding part of the proposed holographic NED.
The beam that traverses the beam splitter illuminates a lens array
to create multiple focal points. The beams from the multiple focal
points pass through the 4f relay optics (Lenses 2 and 3) and then
interfere with the reference beam to record the hologram on the
HOE. The hologram recording plane is located at the back surface
of Lens 3. If the lens array’s focal length is fLA with a pitch of PLA,
the pitch of multiple focal points on the pupil plane is:

Ppupil =
f3
f2

·PLA (1)

where f2 and f3 are the focal lengths of Lens 2 and Lens 3
respectively.

To fabricate the lenslet HOE, a piece of LitiHolo C-RT20 film is
attached to a glass substrate and used as the hologram recording plate.
The interference pattern between the signal beam and reference beam
is recorded on the hologram film by exposure for several minutes.
The lenslet HOE fabrication is completed after bleaching out with an
ordinary light bulb. The experimental setup for HOE fabrication is
shown in Figure 6. In our experiment, the total size of the hologram
film for recording is 50mm × 38mm. It should be noted that the
FOV of the fabricated HOE depends on the numerical aperture (NA)
of Lens 3, while the size of the effective region on the fabricated
HOE depends on the clear aperture of Lens 3. In our setup, a lens
with a focal length of 60mm and diameter of 50mm is chosen for
Lens 3. The pitch of the lens array is 1mm with a focus of 3.3mm.
The off-axis angle of reference beam is around 60°. Considering
the distance between Lens 3 and the HOE, the distance between the
HOE plane and the focal plane of the signal beam is set at 45mm,
which is also the eye relief. The FOV of the fabricated HOE is

Figure 6: Experimental bench-top setup for fabrication of the lens-
array-based HOE.

Figure 7: Experimental test of the HOE based on a fabricated lens
array.

around 45°. The pitch of the multiple focus points reconstructed
from the HOE on the pupil plane is around 0.8mm, slightly below
the size of a human pupil.

Exposure time is another key parameter for the diffraction effi-
ciency of the fabricated HOE. Therefore we chose different exposure
times to fabricate the lenslet HOE and compared their diffraction ef-
ficiency. We determined that a longer exposure time (in our case, 12
minutes) can help produce a lenslet HOE with higher diffraction ef-
ficiency. To verify the diffraction efficiency of the fabricated lenslet
HOE, we blocked the signal laser and only allowed the reference
beam to illuminate the HOE. Figure 7 shows the reconstruction of
multiple focus points on a piece of white paper placed at the pupil
plane. It clearly shows that the fabricated HOE works as designed.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Bench-top Prototype Setup

To test our expanded eyebox design for holographic NEDs, we
implemented a bench-top prototype following the optical diagram
shown in Figure 3, with Figure 8 showing the physical configuration.
The SLM chosen in our bench-top prototype is a HOLOEYE PLUTO
liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) reflective phase-only SLM with a
resolution of 1920 × 1080. The pixel pitch of the SLM is 8um,
resulting in an active area of 15.36mm × 8.64mm. The BS is rotated
counterclockwise by 90°to ensure the light beam illuminates the
phase SLM normally. The attenuator is added to control the power
of the laser beam, so as to adjust the final observed image intensity
for the human eye. A camera is placed at the designed eye location
to simulate the human eye and is mounted on a two-axis translation
stage for the simulation of eye movement in both horizontal and
vertical directions. After the modulation by the SLM, the reflective
laser beams carry the corresponding phase information of the virtual
image and propagate as the reference beam to the lenslet HOE.
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Figure 8: Bench-top system (a) and experimental layout (b) of the proposed holographic NED with expanded eyebox.

Figure 9: Rendering pipeline of the proposed holographic NED with statically expanded eyebox.

The viewer thus observes the virtual holographic image within the
see-through real scene.

5.2 Rendering Pipeline
Our holographic display prototype with the proposed lenslet HOE
based combiner for eyebox expansion utilizes an off-axis projection
system as shown in Figure 8(a). While ideally, an off-axis wave prop-
agation model is intended for computing the phase-only holograms
of a given target image, we utilize the simpler Fourier propagation
for an on-axis configuration combined with geometric transforma-
tions for the underlying off-axis tilt compensation. Specifically, as
described by Figure 9, our wave propagation model from the image
plane to the hologram plane (and back) is as follows.

For a given target image, we first compute the complex wave
field on the image plane. We propagate this wavefield up to our
lenslet HOE combiner. Note that, as shown in Figure 8(a), the
wave reaching the HOE plane is off-axis. Therefore, we apply a
geometric transformation, such as rotation and keystone correction,
on the “off-axis” wave that is propagated to the HOE plane to align
it parallel to the target image plane. This “corrected” wave is then
Fourier propagated to the hologram image plane, where the SLM is
located. Now we enforce the amplitude constraints on the hologram
plane and propagate the wave back to the image plane, where we
enforce the amplitude constraints corresponding to the image plane.
In other words, we use the abovementioned model for iterative
computation of forward and backward propagation of the wave,
following the well-known Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm, to
calculate the phase-only uniform wavefield on the hologram plane.
After convergence, the phase is extracted and quantized to finally
display on the SLM.

Although our lens array HOE replicates the same spatial frequen-
cies at multiple viewing positions, the calculation of the spatial
frequencies image with the GS algorithm only needs to be done once
for the SLM and this will not introduce extra computing load of our
holographic displays.

5.3 Experimental Results with Expanded Eyebox
Figure 8(b) shows the layout and setup used to confirm eyebox
expansion for our holographic NED. The bananas, the orange and the
Rubik’s cube are all real objects. The Rubik’s cube is placed behind
the lenslet HOE, at a distance of 200mm from the camera. To better
demonstrate the resolution of the target image, we chose a virtual
3D apple with polygon mesh wireframe as the target image, located
at a virtual distance of 200mm from the camera; the virtual apple is
displayed atop the real Rubik’s cube. The focus of the camera is set
at the virtual apple. To verify the eyebox of our holographic NED, a
series of photos were taken by moving the camera both horizontally
and vertically. The photos are shown in Figure 10. We note that the
virtual image can be viewed with similar image quality in an eyebox
of size 10mm both horizontally and vertically. And based on each
eye location, we re-rendered the holographic images to ensure the
virtual apple on the top of the real Rubik’s cube and thus generated
the motion parallax for the eye movement. To clarify, the original
source image is not a continuous-tone rendering of a 3D apple,
but of a polygon mesh wireframe of the apple. The empty spaces
are not due to reduced resolution, but are present within the mesh.
To further demonstrate our design, we fabricated a conventional
HOE in the setup shown in Figure 6, without using the lenslet array.
Another group of photos was taken for the bench-top setup with the
conventional HOE and the camera was shifted horizontally. Figure 1
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Figure 10: Views through our holographic NED with statically expanded eyebox of 10mm ×10mm: a virtual object (apple) is placed atop a real
object (Rubik’s cube). Note the varying amounts of horizontal and vertical parallax corresponding to the camera offsets, as visible in the relative
positions of the foreground Rubik’s cube vs the background objects.

compares the images captured with the conventional HOE and with
our lenslet HOE. It is obvious that our lenslet HOE can significantly
expand the eyebox size to 10mm for the holographic NED without
loss of resolution when compared to the conventional HOE.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have demonstrated our design towards eyeglass-style holographic
NEDs with statically expanded eyebox. Our design utilizes two dif-
ferent holographic techniques. We fabricated an HOE combiner
using analog holography, which can integrate multiple optical func-
tions in a single, thin transparent plate. We utilize digital holography
to generate the phase pattern for the SLM and thus display the target
image for the human eye. In our design, a dense lenslet array is used
to recorde and fabricate the HOE. In contrast to light-field displays,
our lens array HOE replicates the same spatial frequencies com-
prising the full resolution of the target holographic image at each
viewing position and thus the eyebox is expanded without sacrificing
reconstructed image resolution. However, we note several remaining
issues to address in future work to further improve the design.

3D depth cues. The étendue of a holographic display [23], is
the product of the exit pupil size and the FOV and is linked to the
resolution of the SLM. As étendue is always preserved, when a large
FOV is achieved for holographic display, the size of the exit pupil
at each viewing position will be traded off. If the size of the exit

pupil is decreased significantly, the display would be qualified as a
Maxwellian view display for each focal point, and as a result, the
3D depth cues offered by holographic displays will be minimized.
To enlarge the étendue, thus expanding the exit pupil while retaining
the large FOV, we could choose a high-resolution SLM with higher
pixel density (e.g. HOLOEYE GAEA) which will allow both a large
FOV and wider exit pupil to enable 3D depth cues for each focal
point. The depth control method reported by Park and Kim [28]
also provides a potential way to enhance the 3D depth cues for
holographic NEDs.

Field of View. In contrast to AR NEDs based on a commercial
Diffraction Optical Element (DOE), which have difficulties achiev-
ing FOVs larger than 50 degrees, holographic displays have the
potentialto achieve a large FOV matching human vision. For exam-
ple, the work done by Maimone and collaborators [23] has shown the
potential for a wider FOV up to 80 degrees horizontally with holo-
graphic AR NED. Our present design achieves a modest 45-degree
FOV due to the focusing power and size of the optical lens used
for HOE recording; we are aiming for 90-degree FOV by exploring
techniques to replace the optical lens.

Resolution. In our design, the lens array function is used solely
to create multiple focal points to expand the eyebox, but does not re-
duce the image resolution for each focal point. For each focal point,
the observed image is nearly the same, with only slight offset and
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distortion. But compared with bulky traditional optics, the optical
performance of a fabricated HOE integrating the same functions is
inferior but offers a much more compact form factor. In our experi-
ment, we show the virtual 3D object as a polygon mesh wireframe,
and as a result, empty space is visible within the mesh. However,
the wireframe of the virtual object is still sharp. But HOE quality
and laser speckle have a direct impact on the final observed image
quality and resolution. We will fabricate a higher-quality HOE and
mitigate laser speckle to improve the image quality in the future.

Brightness. Although the intensity of the signal laser beam is
divided among the lenslets and the brightness of the reconstructed
virtual imagery for each focal point is reduced, this can be easily
mitigated by increasing the output power of the laser source, or by
selecting a lenslet array with larger pitch for HOE recording.

Full color. For now, we recorded and implemented a monochro-
matic HOE; we will work to extend our design to a full-color holo-
graphic display.

Eyeglasses. The conceptual design for an eyeglass-style compact
NED has already been presented in Figure 4 (Section 3); we will
also develop that conceptual design into a practical prototype with
compact form factor in the future.

7 CONCLUSION

AR is widely recognized as the next-generation computing plat-
form with numerous potential applications in various sectors. As
an indispensable component for AR, NEDs have been the subject
of many investigations by academia and industry and are therefore
experiencing rapid progress. Among the reported NED techniques,
the holographic NED is probably the only method demonstrated so
far that can achieve a wide field of view and a compact eyeglasses-
style form factor. To enlarge the eyebox in holographic NEDs, we
presented a novel design aimed at eyeglass-style AR NEDs and ca-
pable of statically expanding the eyebox. This is achieved by using
a lenslet-array-based HOE without moving parts, which expands
the eyebox up to 10mm, vs 1mm in other reported techniques. We
presented a detailed design, described fabrication of the HOE and
implemented a bench-top prototype based on our design. The proto-
type shows successful eyebox expansion. In the future, we plan to
develop our design into an eyeglass-style full-color AR NED.
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